MAINTENANCE
DO NOT OVER - HUMIDIFY

Cold air cannot hold as much moisture as warm air.
Any cold drafts or cold-faces such as windows and
doors (including frames and jams) may cause water
vapor to condense at these points. Also, if your
home is well-insulated and weather-stripped but
lacks effective vapor barriers, water may seep
through the walls and ceilings. This moisture may
condense either inside or outside the walls or in the
attic. If any of these conditions are observed, the
humidity level should be reduced before water
damage occurs. Consider purchasing a model
072000 Smart Humidistat. The 072000 monitors the
outside air temperature and automatically adjusts
the RH set point as the outdoor temperature falls
below 35 degrees F.
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Suggested RH set points for different outdoor temperatures

All power humidifiers require some maintenance to
keep them operating at peak performance. The
autoflo model 200P, 800BP, and 97 humidifiers have
been designed to simplify this required maintenance
routine. Proper maintenance of your autoflo humidifier should include the following three procedures:
1. Annual replacement of the evaporator pad.
2. An occasional cleaning of the water pan.
3. An annual cleaning, general inspection, and shut
down of the unit.
The evaporative pad should be replaced with the
one for your model humidifier for model 200P,
use a catalog #200EP pad. For a model 800BP,
use a catalog #200EP. For a model 97, use catalog #97EP. When the pad becomes clogged or
brittle it needs to be replaced. The rate of evaporation depends upon both the surface area of the pad
and the ability of the air to pass through the pad. To
remove the pad, turn off power to both the humidifier
and the furnace. Open the service door and lift the
rear of the wheel. Disengage the front of the wheel
from the motor and lift the wheel and pad up and
out. To clean the water pan, turn off the water
supply valve. Remove the drain line from the water
pan. Locate the two thumb screws which are
located on each side of the humidifier. When you
remove these screws the water pan which is full of
water will be free to fall downward. With this in
mind, hold the bottom of the pan with one hand and
loosen the thumb screws with the other. Support the
water pan in a level position until the water can be
dumped into a suitable receptacle. Remove mineral
deposits from the water pan. A mild detergent or
vinegar and water solution is acceptable for cleaning the pan. When replacing the water pan, the float
must be gently lifted into position. This will prevent
damage or bending of the float assembly. Re-install
the two thumb screws and attach the drain line.
Turn on the water supply to the humidifier, check the
float operation and check for leaks. Annual (spring)
shut-down should consist of replacing the evaporator pad, thoroughly cleaning the water pan, and
rotating the by-pass baffle to the closed position.
After preforming these procedures, leave the water
and electrical power off to the humidifier for the
summer or cooling season. To restart the humidifier
in the fall, turn on the water supply, power up the
humidifier, and rotate the baffle to the open position.
Set your humidistat to the desired setting.
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